
Electromechanical 
locking 
dormakaba offers leading technological solutions for mechanical, mechatronic and 

electronic security applications that satisfy a wide variety of security needs. This product 

range includes the KES2200, a fully monitored electric strike and a range of 

Electromagnetic Locks for installers of electronic access control solutions. 

  
  

 

SL30SGL - Mini Side Load Lock 
 

To secure commercial and residential single action doors 

Product 

 

SL30DBL - Side Load Lock 
 

To secure commercial and residential double action doors 
 

Product 

https://www.dormakaba.com/au-en/products---solutions/products/door-hardware/electromechanical-locking/sl30sgl-mini-side-load-lock-595076
https://www.dormakaba.com/au-en/products---solutions/products/door-hardware/electromechanical-locking/sl30sgl-mini-side-load-lock-595076
https://www.dormakaba.com/au-en/products---solutions/products/door-hardware/electromechanical-locking/sl30sgl-mini-side-load-lock-595076
https://www.dormakaba.com/au-en/products---solutions/products/door-hardware/electromechanical-locking/sl30dbl-side-load-lock-595062
https://www.dormakaba.com/au-en/products---solutions/products/door-hardware/electromechanical-locking/sl30dbl-side-load-lock-595062
https://www.dormakaba.com/au-en/products---solutions/products/door-hardware/electromechanical-locking/sl30dbl-side-load-lock-595062
https://www.dormakaba.com/au-en/products---solutions/products/door-hardware/electromechanical-locking/sl30sgl-mini-side-load-lock-595076
https://www.dormakaba.com/au-en/products---solutions/products/door-hardware/electromechanical-locking/sl30dbl-side-load-lock-595062


 

KES1500 
 

KES1500: Rim Mounted Electric Strike 

Product 

 

KES2200 
 

KES2200: Fully Monitored Electric Strike 

Product 

 

KES200Z 
 

KES200Z Non Monitored Electric Strike 

https://www.dormakaba.com/au-en/products---solutions/products/door-hardware/electromechanical-locking/kes1500-561192
https://www.dormakaba.com/au-en/products---solutions/products/door-hardware/electromechanical-locking/kes1500-561192
https://www.dormakaba.com/au-en/products---solutions/products/door-hardware/electromechanical-locking/kes1500-561192
https://www.dormakaba.com/au-en/products---solutions/products/door-hardware/electromechanical-locking/kes2200-561212
https://www.dormakaba.com/au-en/products---solutions/products/door-hardware/electromechanical-locking/kes2200-561212
https://www.dormakaba.com/au-en/products---solutions/products/door-hardware/electromechanical-locking/kes2200-561212
https://www.dormakaba.com/au-en/products---solutions/products/door-hardware/electromechanical-locking/kes200z-561224
https://www.dormakaba.com/au-en/products---solutions/products/door-hardware/electromechanical-locking/kes200z-561224
https://www.dormakaba.com/au-en/products---solutions/products/door-hardware/electromechanical-locking/kes1500-561192
https://www.dormakaba.com/au-en/products---solutions/products/door-hardware/electromechanical-locking/kes2200-561212
https://www.dormakaba.com/au-en/products---solutions/products/door-hardware/electromechanical-locking/kes200z-561224


Product 

 

KES100 
 

KES100: Non Monitored Electric Strike 

Product 

 

DB25 Drop Bolt 
 

High security deadbolt for single or double acting doors 

Product 

 

DB25L Drop Bolt 
 

https://www.dormakaba.com/au-en/products---solutions/products/door-hardware/electromechanical-locking/kes200z-561224
https://www.dormakaba.com/au-en/products---solutions/products/door-hardware/electromechanical-locking/kes100-561188
https://www.dormakaba.com/au-en/products---solutions/products/door-hardware/electromechanical-locking/kes100-561188
https://www.dormakaba.com/au-en/products---solutions/products/door-hardware/electromechanical-locking/kes100-561188
https://www.dormakaba.com/au-en/products---solutions/products/door-hardware/electromechanical-locking/db25-drop-bolt-595086
https://www.dormakaba.com/au-en/products---solutions/products/door-hardware/electromechanical-locking/db25-drop-bolt-595086
https://www.dormakaba.com/au-en/products---solutions/products/door-hardware/electromechanical-locking/db25-drop-bolt-595086
https://www.dormakaba.com/au-en/products---solutions/products/door-hardware/electromechanical-locking/db25l-drop-bolt-595250
https://www.dormakaba.com/au-en/products---solutions/products/door-hardware/electromechanical-locking/db25l-drop-bolt-595250
https://www.dormakaba.com/au-en/products---solutions/products/door-hardware/electromechanical-locking/kes100-561188
https://www.dormakaba.com/au-en/products---solutions/products/door-hardware/electromechanical-locking/db25-drop-bolt-595086
https://www.dormakaba.com/au-en/products---solutions/products/door-hardware/electromechanical-locking/db25l-drop-bolt-595250


Magnetically latching deadbolt for single of double acting doors 

Product 

 

DB25K Drop Bolt 
 

High security deadbolt with key override 

Product 

 

DB38 Drop Bolt 
 

The preferred option when high physical strength is required 

Product 

 

DB38L Drop Bolt 

https://www.dormakaba.com/au-en/products---solutions/products/door-hardware/electromechanical-locking/db25l-drop-bolt-595250
https://www.dormakaba.com/au-en/products---solutions/products/door-hardware/electromechanical-locking/db25k-drop-bolt-598408
https://www.dormakaba.com/au-en/products---solutions/products/door-hardware/electromechanical-locking/db25k-drop-bolt-598408
https://www.dormakaba.com/au-en/products---solutions/products/door-hardware/electromechanical-locking/db25k-drop-bolt-598408
https://www.dormakaba.com/au-en/products---solutions/products/door-hardware/electromechanical-locking/db38-drop-bolt-598432
https://www.dormakaba.com/au-en/products---solutions/products/door-hardware/electromechanical-locking/db38-drop-bolt-598432
https://www.dormakaba.com/au-en/products---solutions/products/door-hardware/electromechanical-locking/db38-drop-bolt-598432
https://www.dormakaba.com/au-en/products---solutions/products/door-hardware/electromechanical-locking/db38l-drop-bolt-598440
https://www.dormakaba.com/au-en/products---solutions/products/door-hardware/electromechanical-locking/db38l-drop-bolt-598440
https://www.dormakaba.com/au-en/products---solutions/products/door-hardware/electromechanical-locking/db25k-drop-bolt-598408
https://www.dormakaba.com/au-en/products---solutions/products/door-hardware/electromechanical-locking/db38-drop-bolt-598432
https://www.dormakaba.com/au-en/products---solutions/products/door-hardware/electromechanical-locking/db38l-drop-bolt-598440


 

Combines a high holding force and door alignment 

Product 

 

KML-6 
 

KML-6 Electromagnetic Lock 

Product 

 

KML-2H 
 

KML-2H Electromagnetic Lock 

Product 

 

https://www.dormakaba.com/au-en/products---solutions/products/door-hardware/electromechanical-locking/db38l-drop-bolt-598440
https://www.dormakaba.com/au-en/products---solutions/products/door-hardware/electromechanical-locking/kml-6-561246
https://www.dormakaba.com/au-en/products---solutions/products/door-hardware/electromechanical-locking/kml-6-561246
https://www.dormakaba.com/au-en/products---solutions/products/door-hardware/electromechanical-locking/kml-6-561246
https://www.dormakaba.com/au-en/products---solutions/products/door-hardware/electromechanical-locking/kml-2h-561236
https://www.dormakaba.com/au-en/products---solutions/products/door-hardware/electromechanical-locking/kml-2h-561236
https://www.dormakaba.com/au-en/products---solutions/products/door-hardware/electromechanical-locking/kml-2h-561236
https://www.dormakaba.com/au-en/products---solutions/products/door-hardware/electromechanical-locking/kml-10-561300
https://www.dormakaba.com/au-en/products---solutions/products/door-hardware/electromechanical-locking/kml-6-561246
https://www.dormakaba.com/au-en/products---solutions/products/door-hardware/electromechanical-locking/kml-2h-561236
https://www.dormakaba.com/au-en/products---solutions/products/door-hardware/electromechanical-locking/kml-10-561300


KML-10 
 

KML-10: Electromagnetic Lock 

Product 

 

KML-2 
 

KML-2: Mortised Electromagnetic Lock 

Product 

 

KML-CCW30 
 

KML-CCW30: Electromagnetic Lock 

Product 

https://www.dormakaba.com/au-en/products---solutions/products/door-hardware/electromechanical-locking/kml-10-561300
https://www.dormakaba.com/au-en/products---solutions/products/door-hardware/electromechanical-locking/kml-10-561300
https://www.dormakaba.com/au-en/products---solutions/products/door-hardware/electromechanical-locking/kml-10-561300
https://www.dormakaba.com/au-en/products---solutions/products/door-hardware/electromechanical-locking/kml-2-561228
https://www.dormakaba.com/au-en/products---solutions/products/door-hardware/electromechanical-locking/kml-2-561228
https://www.dormakaba.com/au-en/products---solutions/products/door-hardware/electromechanical-locking/kml-2-561228
https://www.dormakaba.com/au-en/products---solutions/products/door-hardware/electromechanical-locking/kml-ccw30-561316
https://www.dormakaba.com/au-en/products---solutions/products/door-hardware/electromechanical-locking/kml-ccw30-561316
https://www.dormakaba.com/au-en/products---solutions/products/door-hardware/electromechanical-locking/kml-ccw30-561316
https://www.dormakaba.com/au-en/products---solutions/products/door-hardware/electromechanical-locking/kml-2-561228
https://www.dormakaba.com/au-en/products---solutions/products/door-hardware/electromechanical-locking/kml-ccw30-561316


 

KML-CCW30F 
 

KML-CCW30F: Mortised Type Electromagnetic Lock 

Product 

 

KML-5000G 
 

KML-5000G Electromagnetic Gate Lock 

Product 

 

Electromagnetic Lock Accessories 
 

https://www.dormakaba.com/au-en/products---solutions/products/door-hardware/electromechanical-locking/kml-ccw30f-561374
https://www.dormakaba.com/au-en/products---solutions/products/door-hardware/electromechanical-locking/kml-ccw30f-561374
https://www.dormakaba.com/au-en/products---solutions/products/door-hardware/electromechanical-locking/kml-ccw30f-561374
https://www.dormakaba.com/au-en/products---solutions/products/door-hardware/electromechanical-locking/kml-5000g-561442
https://www.dormakaba.com/au-en/products---solutions/products/door-hardware/electromechanical-locking/kml-5000g-561442
https://www.dormakaba.com/au-en/products---solutions/products/door-hardware/electromechanical-locking/kml-5000g-561442
https://www.dormakaba.com/au-en/products---solutions/products/door-hardware/electromechanical-locking/electromagnetic-lock-accessories-561534
https://www.dormakaba.com/au-en/products---solutions/products/door-hardware/electromechanical-locking/electromagnetic-lock-accessories-561534
https://www.dormakaba.com/au-en/products---solutions/products/door-hardware/electromechanical-locking/kml-ccw30f-561374
https://www.dormakaba.com/au-en/products---solutions/products/door-hardware/electromechanical-locking/kml-5000g-561442
https://www.dormakaba.com/au-en/products---solutions/products/door-hardware/electromechanical-locking/electromagnetic-lock-accessories-561534


A range of accessories are available to complement the dormakaba range of 

electromagnetic locks: B0001 - Armature plate housing for KML-6 B0011 - Armature 

plate housing for KML-2H B1001 - L adjustable bracket for KML-6 B1002 - L & Z 

bracket... 

Product 

 

DL200 
 

DL200 Cable Transfer 

Product 

 

DL350 
 

DL350 Surface Mounted Cable Transfer 

Product 

https://www.dormakaba.com/au-en/products---solutions/products/door-hardware/electromechanical-locking/electromagnetic-lock-accessories-561534
https://www.dormakaba.com/au-en/products---solutions/products/door-hardware/electromechanical-locking/dl200-561564
https://www.dormakaba.com/au-en/products---solutions/products/door-hardware/electromechanical-locking/dl200-561564
https://www.dormakaba.com/au-en/products---solutions/products/door-hardware/electromechanical-locking/dl200-561564
https://www.dormakaba.com/au-en/products---solutions/products/door-hardware/electromechanical-locking/dl350-561588
https://www.dormakaba.com/au-en/products---solutions/products/door-hardware/electromechanical-locking/dl350-561588
https://www.dormakaba.com/au-en/products---solutions/products/door-hardware/electromechanical-locking/dl350-561588
https://www.dormakaba.com/au-en/products---solutions/products/door-hardware/electromechanical-locking/dl200-561564
https://www.dormakaba.com/au-en/products---solutions/products/door-hardware/electromechanical-locking/dl350-561588


 

DL400 
 

DL400 Mortise Mounted Cable Transfer 

Product 

 

RG80 Weatherproof Lock 
 

The RG80 is the foremost high-strength lock designed for securing gates, roller doors, 

shipping containers and any other commercial door or entry way. 

Product 

 

ML100 Motorised Cabinet Lock 
 

https://www.dormakaba.com/au-en/products---solutions/products/door-hardware/electromechanical-locking/dl400-561612
https://www.dormakaba.com/au-en/products---solutions/products/door-hardware/electromechanical-locking/dl400-561612
https://www.dormakaba.com/au-en/products---solutions/products/door-hardware/electromechanical-locking/dl400-561612
https://www.dormakaba.com/au-en/products---solutions/products/door-hardware/electromechanical-locking/rg80-weatherproof-lock-1017348
https://www.dormakaba.com/au-en/products---solutions/products/door-hardware/electromechanical-locking/rg80-weatherproof-lock-1017348
https://www.dormakaba.com/au-en/products---solutions/products/door-hardware/electromechanical-locking/rg80-weatherproof-lock-1017348
https://www.dormakaba.com/au-en/products---solutions/products/door-hardware/electromechanical-locking/ml100-motorised-cabinet-lock-1154194
https://www.dormakaba.com/au-en/products---solutions/products/door-hardware/electromechanical-locking/ml100-motorised-cabinet-lock-1154194
https://www.dormakaba.com/au-en/products---solutions/products/door-hardware/electromechanical-locking/dl400-561612
https://www.dormakaba.com/au-en/products---solutions/products/door-hardware/electromechanical-locking/rg80-weatherproof-lock-1017348
https://www.dormakaba.com/au-en/products---solutions/products/door-hardware/electromechanical-locking/ml100-motorised-cabinet-lock-1154194


The ML100 is perfect for access control on small enclosures such as lockers, drawers, 

drug cabinets, filing cabinets and letter boxes. The spring-release pushes the door open 

when activated so you can see the cabinet is unlocked and open. 

Product 

 

90 09M Touchless Switch 
 

This Touchless switch is ideal for areas where sanitary requirements are critical such as 

hospitals and health care facilities and with the ability to add a remote-control receiver 

adds an additional layer of convenience in a single device. The... 

Product 

 

https://www.dormakaba.com/au-en/products---solutions/products/door-hardware/electromechanical-locking/ml100-motorised-cabinet-lock-1154194
https://www.dormakaba.com/au-en/products---solutions/products/door-hardware/electromechanical-locking/90-09m-touchless-switch-1154188
https://www.dormakaba.com/au-en/products---solutions/products/door-hardware/electromechanical-locking/90-09m-touchless-switch-1154188
https://www.dormakaba.com/au-en/products---solutions/products/door-hardware/electromechanical-locking/90-09m-touchless-switch-1154188
https://www.dormakaba.com/au-en/products---solutions/products/door-hardware/electromechanical-locking/90-09m-touchless-switch-1154188

